
YEAR 4 DAILY TASK 63– COPY AND COMPLETE THE TASKS IN YOUR HOME BOOKS. 

Maths  Perimeter of rectilinear shapes  https://vimeo.com/415502938 

 
Reading –Fact and opinion 
European Holidays  
There are many places to visit on holiday in Europe that are perfect for that special summer getaway. There are sandy beaches, bustling cities, 
historical castles and green hills. There is also a variety of places to stay; perhaps for you, camping is more fun than staying in a hotel. Many 
countries have resorts perfect for families, with facilities such as swimming pools and playgrounds nearby. For a more romantic escape, couples 
may prefer a break in one of Europe’s beautiful historic cities, such as Rome, Barcelona or Paris. I would definitely recommend a trip to Europe 
for your next great adventure as it is full of beautiful landmarks and fun experiences. 
European Holidays Comprehension Questions - Write fact or opinion for each of these statements about the text:  
1. There are many places to visit on holiday in Europe.  
2. There are sandy beaches.  
3. Camping is more fun than staying in a hotel.  
4. There are resorts that have swimming pools.  
5. Couples may prefer a break in one of Europe’s beautiful historic cities.  
6. It is full of beautiful landmarks and fun experiences. 

Writing. 

LO Plan a story about a narrow escape  
• Look at Narrow Escape Pictures.  
Which is the predator, and which is the 
prey in each of these pictures?   
 
• Choose your favourite Narrow Escape 
Picture (pictures opposite) and write 
notes about it on the Narrow Escape 
Storyboard.  
 
Try to answer each of the questions below 
and give extra information as well.   

 
Narrow Escape 

Setting the scene Where does this story take place? What sort 
of landscape?  What is each animal doing? 

 

The approach  How does the predator move at first? Where 
is the prey?  What are they doing? 

 

The attack  How does the predator move when they 
attack? 

 

The escape How does the prey escape?  
  
 

The aftermath How does the predator move 
when they attack? 

 

The aftermath  How does the predator move when they 
attack? 

 

Topic – Be kind to yourself 

https://vimeo.com/415502938


 

  

         


